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Workshop Program, Wednesday 24th

9:00 – 9:30 Registration

9:30 – 12:00 Daniel Angus, Janet Wiles
Discursis – an interactive visualization technique for analysis of 
discourse data

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch

13:00 – 15:30 Jacolien van Rij, Fabian Tomaschek
Plotting complex nonlinear interactions in R

15:30 – 15:45 Cafe

15:45 – 17:45 Fritz Günther
Visualising three-dimensional data in R
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Presentation Program
Thursday, 25th Friday, 26th 

8:30 – 8:50 Registration

8:50 – 9:00 Opening

9:00 – 10:00 Geoffrey Rockwell
The Big Watch – Textual 
Visualization in the Humanities and 
its Publics

9:00 – 10:00 Sophie Scott
Speech on the brain – the view from 
functional imaging 

10:00 – 10:20 Cafe 10:00 – 10:20 Cafe

10:20 – 11:00 Vit Baisa
Visualizing corpus data for 
lexicographers

10:20 – 11:00 Thomas Wielfaert
Parallel Coordinates as a 
complementary tool for exploring 
word similarity matrices

11:00 – 11:40 Maria Chinkina
Visual exploration of n-gram 
frequencies in corresondence 
corpora

11:00 – 11:40 Carsten Görg
Jigsaw: Integrating NLP with 
interactive visualizations for 
document exploration

11:40 – 12:20 Lukas Sönning
The dot plot: a fine tool for data 
visualization

11:40 – 12:20 Natalia Levshina
Semantic Maps: an Attempt of 
Catalogization and Comparison

12:20 – 13:30 Lunch 12:20 – 13:30 Lunch

13:30 – 14:30 Martin Hilpert
More flying bubbles

13:30 – 14:30 Sascha Fagel
Multimodal Spoken Language

14:30 – 14:50 Cafe 14:30 – 14:50 Cafe

14:50 – 15:30 Daniil Sorokin
Drawing toponyms on geographical 
landmarks

14:50 – 15:30 Chris Montgomery
Visualization of listeners' real.time 
reactions to voice samples

15:30 – 16:10 Johann-Mattis List
Visualizing Genetic Language 
Relations in Geographic Space

15:30 – 16:10 Yannick Versley
Mapping discourse connnectives 
across languages

16:10 – 16:50 Thomas Mayer
Interactively Exploring Patterns of 
Dialect Syntax
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Advances in Visual Methods for Linguistics, September 24th – 26th  2014, Tübingen

Wednesday, 24.09.14
9:30 – 12:00

Daniel Angus, Janet Wiles
School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering
The University of Queensland

Discursis – an interactive visualization technique for analysis of discourse data

This workshop presents a tool for discourse analysis, Discursis, which has been developed at 
The University of Queensland. Discursis is a computer-based visual text analytic tool for 
analysing communication data, and is especially useful in discourse analyses of 
conversational texts. Discursis automatically processes transcribed text to show participants’ 
individual concept use, and their engagement patterns with other participants around 
concepts, turn by turn over the entire time-course of a conversation.

In this workshop we will present the basic principles underlying Discursis, along with its 
strengths and limitations in aiding discourse analysis. Together with workshop participants we 
will work through a number of examples from popular Australian television interview 
programs. We will show how conversations can be presented visually, and the kinds of 
information that can be gleaned quickly to characterise the conversation and focus on key 
extracts. Finally, we will discuss how Discursis can be integrated with the interpretative skills 
of the researcher to provide rich interpretations of discourse data.
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Wednesday, 24.09.14
13:00 – 15:30

#1 Articulatory trajectory of the tongue 
tip in the word 'very' spoek by English 
and German speakers.

#2 Articulatory trajectory of the tongue 
body of the vowel [a] as a function of 
time (x) and frequency of word use (y).

Jacolien van Rij, Fabian Tomaschek
Seminar für Sprachwissenschaften, Quantitative Linguistics
University of Tübingen

Plotting complex nonlinear interactions in R

Recent statistical methods, such as generalized additive models (GAM; Wood, 2006) or 
functional data analysis (Ramsay & Silverman, 2002), allow for modeling nonlinear effects 
and interactions. The visualization of the effects is crucial for a correct interpretation of 
analyses with non-linear effects and non-linear interactions. Most of packages that 
implement statistical methods in R provide plotting functions, but in many situations these 
are restricted in use and not easily adapted to the user’s preferences. In EEG research, for 
example, the negative values are plotted upward by convention, but the plotting functions 
typically do not support this.

This hands on workshop offers an introduction in plotting statistical effects and interactions 
in R based on the model’s predictions. We will cover different types of plots, ranging from 
simple line plots to rotating 3D surfaces. A GAM model will be used as an example in this 
workshop. Knowledge about GAMs or complex regression models is not required, but a 
basic understanding of regression analysis is necessary. For this workshop, it is imperative to 
install the latest R version is required, as well as the latest versions of the following 
packages: mgcv, car, rgl, caTools.

References
Ramsay, James O., B.W. Silberman (2002): Applied functional data analysis – Methods and Case Studies. Springer-Verlag. New York, 
Berlin, Heidelberg.
Wood, Simon (2006): Generalized additive models – an introduction with R. Chapman & Hall/CRC. Boca Raton, London, New York.
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Wednesday, 24.09.14
15:45 – 18:15

Fritz Günther
Visualising three-dimensional data in R

Two packages for the visualisation of three-dimensional data in R are presented:
The package lattice is designed as a high-level visualization system, with an
 emphasis on multivariate data. It provides, amongst many others, a function for
 creating three-dimensional wireframes and scatterplots. This package produces
 static graphs that can be used for articles, posters, or reports.

On the other hand, the package rgl provides tools to create dynamic and interactive 
three-dimensional plots, for example surface plots and grid plots, but also  three-dimensional 
nets. These plots can be very useful especially for presentation purposes, where users can 
actually interact with the plots (by turning them around and zooming in and out, for 
example). Animations of three-dimensional

plots are also supported by this package. Furthermore, it is possible to export screenshots of 
these plots as static graphs.
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Presentations 25.09.14
Thursday, 25.09.14
9:00 – 10:00

Geoffrey Rockwell
Department of Philosophy, University of Alberta

The Big Watch – Textual Visualization in the Humanities and its Publics

 In 1978 John B. Smith published an article about how computers could be used for literary 
criticism that includes a set of extraordinary visualizations of texts including state diagrams 
and 3D topographic models. This led Parunak in his 1981 article on pictorial concordances to 
justifiably identify Smith as one of the pioneers of what we today call text visualization. In 
this paper I will survey some of the early discussions of visual and analytical processes in 
order to discuss the rhetorical uses of visualization in the interpretative disciplines. I will 
argue that visualization is not just useful for large data sets as Brunet (1989) does, but that 
we are seeing small hermeneutical things embedded in everyday web sites. What does it 
mean when visualizations decorate news sites becoming normal ornaments to reading? The 
proliferation of word clouds and more imaginative interactives calls those of us who deal 
with language and literature to consider how meaning is being negotiated by distant fiddling 
with interactive visualizations.

References
Brunet, Étienne. "L'exploitation Des Grands Corpus: Le Bestiare De La Littérature Française." Literary and Linguistic Computing 4.2 
(1989): 121-34.
Mendenhall, T. C. "The Characteristic Curves of Composition." Science 9.214 (1887): 237-49.
Parunak, H. Van Dyke. "Prolegomena to Pictorial Concordances." Computers and the Humanities 15.1 (1981): 15-36.
Smith, John B. "Computer Criticism." STYLE XII.4 (1978): 326-56.
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Advances in Visual Methods for Linguistics, September 24th – 26th  2014, Tübingen

Thursday, 25.09.14
10:20 – 11:00

#1 Concordance of "visualization" + "of" 
+ "data"

#2 Distributional graph for "dream" in 
British National Corpus

#3 Word sketch for "data"

#4 Word sketch: first-draft visualization

Vit Baisa
1. Natural Language Processing Centre, Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Czech 
Republic
2. Lexical Computing, Ltd.

Visualizing corpus data for lexicographers

In the past, lexicographers had to go through piles of papers and notes tocompile a 
lexicographic entry for a dictionary. Nowadays there are many corpus tools (usually called 
corpus managers) allowing lexicographers to do the tedious work automatically. The tools 
offer features as for example:
  * simple wordlists with frequency figures,
  * co-occurrence statistics,
  * distributional thesauri,
  * lists of collocations,
  * metadata surveys,
  * word usage over time,
  * terminology extraction etc.

These features are usually presented in a form of plain tables and lists. The Sketch Engine 
[1] is one of such tools which supports the above-mentioned features plus it provides access 
to very large corpus data – in some cases(English, Russian, Spanish, French, Polish) with 
tens of billions words.  I present here visualizations available in the Sketch Engine: their 
main goal is to deliver an appealing yet useful and comprehensive surveys of the extensive 
lexicographical data. They are usually implemented using D3 library
[2].
    
Concordance
Concordance is a textual survey of search results (matches) for a given corpus query e.g. a 
wordform, all occurrences of word A in context of word B, all
verbs ending with "-ing" etc. In Figure #1 you can see all occurrences of collocate 
"visualization" (all its wordforms) for headword "data" within grammar relation "X of Y".

Distribution of concordance
To show corpus positions of matches (lines) of a given concordance which might reveal 
some uneven distribution in a corpus we have implemented a bar chart where bar heights 
represent relative frequency of matches within portions of the corpus (x-axis). See figure #2. 
The visualization is interactive: by clicking on a bar, a (sub)concordance for the 
corresponding portion of the corpus is shown.

Word sketch
Word sketch is a one-page, automatic, corpus-derived summary of a word's grammatical and 
collocational behaviour [1]. In figure #3 you can see word sketch for headword "data". 
Tables contain collocates with frequency and score (= collocability with the headword) 
within various grammar relations. In figure #4 a first draft of word sketch visualization is 
shown. The most salient collocates of "mother" are put on the top of the circle and the others 
follow clock-wise. The grammar relations are distinguished using various colours.
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#5 Thesaurus wordcloud for "data"

#6 Clustered thesaurus wordcloud for 
"data"

#7 Word sketch difference between 
"clever" and
#"intelligent"

#8 Word sketch difference: a new 
visualization of word sketch #difference

Distributional thesaurus word cloud
The well-known wordcloud visualization [3] have been implemented for distributional 
thesaurus. The thesaurus contains synonymous and closely related words of a headword. The 
words in the thesaurus can be clustered (more synonymous words are put together) and the 
clusters are distinguished by different colours then (Figure #6). It is interactive too: by 
clicking on a word you obtain a word sketch difference which is a way how to compare word 
sketches of two headwords.

Word sketch difference
Once you have word sketch data for two words of the same part of speech, you can show the 
difference between them using comparison of their collocates. The collocates are coloured 
according to which one of the words they are more statistically related (= they occur more in 
context of the one or the other.
In figure #7 you can see one part of such word sketch difference between words "clever" and 
"intelligent". Figure #8 shows a new visualization which uses also spatial representation of 
collocational relatedness which is more convenient for people with colour blindness 
handicap.

Recently we have received very positive feedback on the presented visualizations in the 
Sketch Engine and that is why we want to investigate other options with the already 
mentioned goal: to provide a simple and interactive access to immense amount of textual 
data in a visually appealing form preserving usability.

 References
[1] Kilgarriff, Adam, et al. "The Sketch Engine: ten years on." Lexicography
    (2014): 1-30.
[2] http://d3js.org
[3] http://www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud/about
[4] http://www.sketchengine.co.uk
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Thursday, 25.09.14
11:00 – 11:40

#1 The first graph shows the actual 
relative frequencies. The second 
one represents the third level of 
smoothing that corresponds to 
tendency by 3 months.

#2 An overview of the tool 
exploring the Brownings’ corpus.

Maria Chinkina, Velislava Todorova
Seminar für Sprachwissenschaften, University of Tübingen

Visual exploration of n-gram frequencies in corresondence corpora

We present a visualization tool for the analysis of tendencies in language use over time – Slash/A 
N-gram Tendency Viewer(1). Given a dated and tokenized corpus, the tool calculates and visually 
presents frequencies of selected n-grams as a line chart and provides an option of smoothing the 
lines, averaging away small changes and making it easier for the user to see the general tendency. 
There are two aspects of data that are visualized on the graph – the data points that correspond to 
the relative frequencies of n-grams and the line that represents the selected level of smoothing.

The idea of the tool is similar to that of Google Ngram Viewer(2) and its simpler equivalent, 
Chronicle(3) from The New York Times. However, Slash/A differs in certain aspects from these 
tools and adds new features that facilitate the exploration of the data. For example, the corpora are 
not predefined, and thus, the processing of files takes place on-the-go, right after the user uploads 
their own corpus. Slash/A does not limit the length of n-grams, and allows for queries consisting of 
combinations of lemmas and POS-tags, e.g. book/LEMMA/N* will search for the nouns book and 
books and avoid the forms of the verb to book. Finally, in the smoothing algorithm, we apply a 
linearly weighted moving average instead of a simple one, which ensures less angular view.

Following Schneiderman’s (1996) taxonomy, we have included functionality that permits the high 
level tasks of overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand and history. We provide the user with the 
opportunity of non-linear exploration, such as adding and deleting word lines, keeping track of 
successful and unsuccessful queries within the current session and getting access to original text.

As Pike (2009) pointed out, the process of manipulating information is crucial for accumulating 
insight. In the paper, we give an example of such exploratory analysis by showing some tendencies 
in the language used in a corpus of correspondence between Robert Browning and Elizabeth 
Barrett (cf. The Brownings’ Correspondence, Volumes 10-13) that we used as a development 
corpus for our tool. Our goal is to generalize Slash/A to allow for the analysis of any dated written 
text collections, e.g. emails, newspaper articles or diary entries.

References
(1) The tool was developed as part of a university project led by Dr. Christopher Culy. 
(2) https://books.google.com/ngrams/
(3) http://chronicle.nytlabs.com
Pike, W. A., Stasko, J., Chang, R., O’Connell, T. A. : The science of interaction. Information Visualization, 8(4), 263-274 (2009)

Shneiderman, B.: The Eyes Have It: A Task by Data Type Taxonomy for Information Visualizations. Proceedings of IEEE Visual Languages: 
336-343 (1996)
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Thursday, 25.09.14
11:40 – 12:20

#1 Mean foreign accent rating for 
15 learners rated by 7 judges. Error 
bars indicate +/- 1 standard 
deviation.

#2 Comparison of 2 groups on 5 
variables using mean scores 
(hypothetical data). Right panel 
shows the mean difference as an 
effect size estimator. All error bars 
indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Lukas Sönning
University of Bamberg

The dot plot: a fine tool for data visualization

This year marks the 30th anniversary of Cleveland’s (1984) introduction of the dot plot to the 
scientific community. The dot plot is simple, flexible, and effective. It is a useful tool for data 
analysis and applicable to a wide range of raw and summary data. However, it is not very 
well-known to most researchers (Jacoby 2006, Keen 2010). This paper summarizes advantages of 
the dot plot over alternative chart types, taking into account principles of effective graph design 
and insights into graphical perception. Six design principles are outlined for the construction of dot 
plots. These can be combined to create various extensions for the visualization of more complex 
data sets. The application of dot plots to quantitative data in linguistics is demonstrated by 
redesigning selected graphs from linguistic journals, illustrating the advantages and the flexibility 
of this graphical display method. The construction of dot plots in R with the lattice package (Sarkar 
2014) will be demonstrated in an online appendix, which includes commented code and references 
for further reading.
The dot plot was introduced by Cleveland (1984) as a graphical display of labeled data (cf. Figure 
1): the labels are shown on the y-axis and the horizontal axis is a scale for the numeric values. 
These are encoded using dots, with light horizontal lines connecting the data points with their 
labels. The visual decoding of dot plots involves position judgments along a common scale. 
Experimentation in graphical perception has shown that this elementary perceptual task produces 
more accurate decoding than length or angle judgments, which are used in decoding bar charts and 
pie charts, respectively (Cleveland & McGill 1984). Using a single prominent symbol to show the 
data, the dot plot avoids superfluous visual elements, thus observing Tufte’s (2001) principles of 
graphical design. 
The dot plot is superior to other chart types. With its horizontal format, it can (i) easily handle long 
data labels, (ii) display a large number of data points, and (iii) reduce the space needed for the 
graph. The resolution can be increased by excluding the baseline of measurement (e.g. zero) and/or 
including a full scale break. In these cases, the length of bar charts would provide misleading 
visual cues. When the plotted labels are grouped, the dot plot usually outperforms the divided and 
grouped bar chart. It facilitates pattern perception and allows superposition of plotting symbols 
(Cleveland 1993, 1994). A substantial advantage of dot plots over bar charts is the fact that they 
produce a more effective presentation of error bars (cf. Figure 1 and 2). Plots of sample statistics 
and population parameter estimates should include information on statistical variation whenever 
possible (Wilkinson & Task Force on Statistical Inference 1999). The resolution of the graph 
greatly influences the viewer’s ability to draw conclusions from a comparison of error bar 
intervals. 
The dot plot can display any set of numeric values with descriptive labels: raw data, frequencies, 
sample statistics, and parameter estimates. Its flexibility and effectiveness make it a fine tool for 
data visualization – it should be used more often.
       
References
Cleveland, W.S. (1984). “Graphical methods for data presentation: Full scale breaks, dot charts, and multibased logging”, The American Statistician 
38(4): 270-280.
Cleveland, W.S. & R. McGill (1984). “Graphical perception: Theory, experimentation, and application to the development of graphical methods”, 
Journal of the American Statistical Association 79: 531-554.
Cleveland, W.S. (1993). “A model for studying display methods of statistical graphics”, Journal of Computational and Statistical Graphics 3: 
323-364.
Cleveland, W.S. (1993). Visualizing data. Summit, New Jersey: Hobart Press.
Cleveland, W.S. (1994). The elements of graphing data. Summit, New Jersey: Hobart Press.
Jacoby, W.G. (2006). “The dot plot: A graphical display for labeled quantitative values.” The Political Methodologist 14(1): 6-14.
Keen, K.J. (2010). Graphics for statistics and data analysis with R. Boca Raton: Chapman &  Hall/CRC.
Sarkar, D. (2014). Package ‘lattice’. R-package version 0.20-29. http://lattice.r-forge.r-project.org/.
Tufte, E. (2001). The visual display of quantitative information. Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press.
Wilkinson, L. & Task Force on Statistical Inference (1999). “Statistical methods in psychology journals: Guidelines and explanations”, American 
Psychologist 54: 594-604.
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Thursday, 25.09.14
13:30 – 14:30

Martin Hilpert
Institut de langue et littérature anglaises
Université de Neuchâtel

More flying bubbles

This talk will explore new ways of using motion charts ('animated' two-dimensional scatterplots) 
for linguistic analysis. The most straight-forward application of this visualization technique shows 
the development of bivariate data over time. In Hilpert (2011), an extension to multivariate data 
was developed. Starting from there, this talk will discuss uses of motion charts as a tool to compare 
and assess multivariate datasets that are too complex to be inspected manually.
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Thursday, 25.09.14
14:50 – 15:30

#1 Tool interface

Daniil Sorokin
Seminar für Sprachwissenschafte, University of Tübingen

Agnia Barsukova
IBM Industries Ireland, Watson lab

Drawing toponyms on geographical landmarks

Combinations of linguistic and non-linguistic information present a particular interest for analysis 
as they can facilitate the discovery of new relations which would be impossible to detect otherwise. 
As a case in point, toponyms have both linguistic and geographic information associated with 
them. There are other examples of linguistic data that can be tied to a particular location (e.g. 
spoken data, messages), but toponyms are of a particular interest because they constitute a 
subsystem of a language with its own grammar and can even function cross-lingually (Luo et al., 
2010).
Exploration of geographical and linguistic information in conjunction requires dedicated 
representation methods that would not be limited to one type of data but rather would allow to look 
for dependencies in both of them.
We aim at creating a visualization tool for researchers who work in the area of the morphological 
analysis of toponymic data. The goal of the tool is twofold: to facilitate the morphological analysis 
of toponyms by visually placing them into a geographical context and to allow for presentation of 
the discovered information. To evaluate the usability of the tool we use a set of toponyms manually 
collected in the Saint-Petersburg area in Russia (Gerd et al., 2007). We have decided on a web 
application that integrates GoogleMaps: on the one hand, we needed a physical map since 
toponyms often draw on geographical landmarks; on the other, we didn’t need the complexity and 
potential costs of
using a generic GIS such as ArcGis. The application displays toponyms with the same derivational 
pattern as members of one group. The visualisation itself uses coordinated views of a map and 
interactive lists of toponyms and their groupings.
After creating a demo version of the tool, we have performed a formal evaluation (on both the 
immediate target group and linguists with different backgrounds) to test the usability and ascertain 
the overall level of satisfaction with the tool. The results of the evaluation enabled us to develop 
the application with a better idea of the users’ needs. The visualization tool primarily relies on use 
of color and shape to display toponyms and their groupings (see Figure 1). Each grouping is 
associated with a distinct color which is automatically generated, maximising the difference from 
the previously chosen colors. Additional information about each group and its members is available 
on demand (in the info window to the right of the interactive list). The area where the members of a 
group are located is highlighted with the selected color, which makes it is easy to detect potential 
isoglosses.

References
A. S. Gerd, I. V. Azarova, S. A. Fyodorov, I. S. Nikolaev, and A. V. Dmitriev. Automated database of toponymic data for ingria area. Finno-Ugric 
toponymy in areal perspective , 2007.

W. Luo, F. Wang, and J. Hartmann. Terrain characteristics and Tai toponyms: a GIS analysis od Muang, Chain and Viang. GeoJournal , 75:93–104, 
2010.
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Thursday, 25.09.14
15:30 – 16:10

#1 Geographical distribution of the 
languages in the selected 
subfamilies. The first two
 subfamilies (orange and blue) are 
shown. The user can interactively 
explore the genealogy
 further by clicking on the sunburst 
or the voronoi cells. Languages 
outside the selected
 subfamily are shown in gray.

Johann-Mattis List, Thomas Mayer
Philips-University Marburg

Visualizing Genetic Language Relations in Geographic Space

In 1853, the famous linguist August Schleicher (1821 – 1868) claimed that genetic
 relations between languages are best visualized with help of a bifurcating tree. This
 claim initiated a long-standing discussion about modeling and visualization of
 genetic language relations in historical linguistics. Many linguists rejected
 Schleicher's family tree theory, criticizing its adequacy and its lack of realism.
 Subsequently, alternative models were proposed, most of them including an
 explicit or implicit areal component, being inspired by the idea that attested

patterns of genetic closeness result from wave-like evolutionary processes which
 spread out from a center in concentric circles (Schmidt 1872). Unfortunately, none
 of the numerous visualizations proposed as alternatives to the family tree – be it
 geographic maps (Schmidt 1875: 199, Meillet 1908: 134), overlapping circles (Hirt
 1905: 93), alternating boundaries (Bloomfield 1933: 316), or networks (Bonfante
 1931: 174) – was capable of representing the complexities of language history in
 an equally simple and straightforward way. Up to today, historical linguistics lacks
 a satisfying solution to visualize genetic language relations along with their
 distribution in geographic space.

We show how interactive visualization techniques can be used to make a first step
 towards filling this long-standing gap in historical linguistics, by proposing a new
 graphical representation that allows for an interactive exploration of the
 genealogical relationships of among languages from a geographical perspective.
 To this end, the areal space is divided up into voronoi cells on the basis of the
 language locations under investigation. The languages shown in the geographic
 space are linked to a zoomable sunburst visualization (Stasko & Zhang 2000) that
 shows the genealogical relationships. The genealogy can be explored in two
 different ways. First, the user can click on the voronoi regions to open up a new
 subtree of the genealogy for further exploration. Languages that are no longer part
 of the subtree are grayed out in the geographical representation. The second

option is to navigate through the subtrees in the zoomable sunburst display. In both
 cases, the linked map and sunburst displays are automatically updated to visually
 represent the current level in the genealogical hierarchy. In this way, the user can
 browse through the different subfamilies while inspecting their geographical
 distribution as the various levels in the hierarchy unfold.

References

Bloomfield, L. (1933 [1973]). Language. London: Allen & Unwin.
Bonfante, G. (1931). “I dialetti indoeuropei”. In: Annali del R. Istituto Orientale di Napoli 4, 69–185.
Hirt, H. (1905). Die Indogermanen. Ihre Verbreitung, ihre Urheimat und ihre Kultur. Vol. 1.
Strassburg: Trübner.
Meillet, A. (1908). Les dialectes Indo-Européens. Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honoré Champion.
Schleicher, A. (1853). “Die ersten Spaltungen des indogermanischen Urvolkes”. In: Allgemeine
Monatsschrift für Wissenschaft und Literatur, 786–787.
Schmidt, J. (1872). Die Verwantschaftsverhältnisse der indogermanischen Sprachen. Weimar:
Hermann Böhlau.
Schuchardt, H. (1870[1900]). Über die Klassifikation der romanischen Mundarten. Probe-
Vorlesung, gehalten zu Leipzig am 30. April 1870. Graz.
Stasko, John & Zhang, Eugene. 2000. Focus+context display and navigation techniques for
enhancing radial, space-filling hierarchy visualizations. In Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium
on Information Visualization, 57–65. Los Alamitos CA: IEEE Computer Society.
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Thursday, 25.09.14
16:10 – 16:50 

#1 Map showing the whole dialect 
area under scrutiny (left). Different 
shading values show those areas 
that have the highest agreement 
with the user’s judgments (right).

#2 World map with all languages 
listed by Ethnologue as blue dots 
(top). Cartogram of the world 
where the size of each country is 
scaled by the number of languages 
spoken in its territory (bottom).

Thomas Mayer
Philips-University Marburg

Interactively Exploring Patterns of Dialect Syntax

The aim of this presentation is basically twofold. First, we present an interactive web-based 
visualization tool that attempts to predict the approximate region where a user is from on the basis 
of his/her acceptability judgments for syntactic constructions that are indicative of certain dialect 
areas (see Adrian Leemann’s Dialäkt Äpp for a similar idea with phonological and lexical 
variables). The visualization comprises a map showing the whole dialect area under scrutiny 
together with a voronoi tessellation of all locations to divide up the area in smaller regions (see 
Figure 1 left). Each voronoi cell is thereby attributed a shading value that is dependent on the 
agreement of the user’s judgments with the dialect informants for the respective location. 
The prediction is based on a decision tree classifier that is trained on data from syntactic 
constructions in the dialects of Hesse collected by the SyHD project (http://www.syhd.info). After 
the decision tree has been manually pruned, the user is confronted with the constructions in the 
order given by the tree. At the same time, the dialect map shows the most likely area for the user’s 
dialect (or acceptability judgments). Those areas that have the lowest agreement are displayed with 
a high shading value so that they are less clearly visible on the map while those with the highest 
agreement are additionally marked with green borders (see Figure 1 right).

   

The second aim of the talk is to discuss and present some possibilities how the visual 
representation of the patterns can be modified and improved. One idea is to map the agreement 
value to the size of the voronoi cell in a cartogram distortion where regions are distorted such that 
their size corresponds to a given statistical value (Bak et al. 2009). Cartograms are typically used 
to obtain more space for regions with a high density of data points. In our case, the size of the 
region corresponds to the agreement value where a higher agreement leads to a larger 
representation of the dialect area. Cartogram algorithms are designed to find an optimal trade-off 
between a high correspondence of region size and the relevant statistical value and a still 
recognizable representation of the area. An important aspect of a cartogram distortion is that the 
transition from the original map to the distorted version gives a meaningful impression of where 
the main differences between the individual dialect areas are (see Figure 2 for the example of 
language diversity).
 
  
Reference
Bak, Peter, Matthias Schaefer, Andreas Stoffel, Daniel Keim, Itzhak Omer. 2009. Density equalizing distortion of large geographic point sets. 
Journal of Cartographic and Geographic Information Science (CaGIS), 36(3):237–250.
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Sophie Scott
Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, University College London

Speech on the brain – the view from functional imaging 

In this talk, I will consider aspects of human speech perception and production from the 
perspective of functional neuroimaging (such as functional magnetic resonance imaging – fMRI). 
These techniques have the capability of informing our behavioural studies of human speech and 
language processing by revealing the underlying neural systems which are recruited in healthy 
brains when we listen to speech and when we speak. In parallel to these developments in functional 
neuroimaging, there have been considerable developments in the last 20 years in our understanding 
of the primate auditory brain, with demonstrations that there are multiple anatomical and functional 
‘streams’ of processing in auditory cortical fields, as has been demonstrated in the primate visual 
system. In my talk, I will examine the neural basis of human speech perception and production, and 
determine the extent to which models of primate auditory processing can help us understand these 
networks. I will also consider how the left and right hemispheres contribute to spoken language 
processing.
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Thomas Wielfaert, Kris Heylen, Dirk Speelman & Dirk Geeraerts
Quantitative Lexicology and Variational Linguistics (QLVL), University of Leuven

Parallel Coordinates as a complementary tool for exploring word similarity matrices

Visualising multivariate linguistic data can be challenging, especially when multiple solutions 
have to be captured in a single visual representation. These multivariate data can originate from 
popular statistical techniques for linguistics such as factor analysis or multidimensional scaling 
and different solutions can be generated for different parameter settings or different subcorpora. 
An example of the latter is Hilpert (2011), who uses interactive scatter plots, to visualise English 
verbs in diachronic subcorpora. In these motion charts, meaning changes over time can be 
visually tracked through moving data points. This approach is feasible for a limited number of 
solutions and data points, but for larger datasets, patterns in the changes become hard to see. 
We therefore, propose parallel coordinates as a complementary tool to visualise differences 
between scatter plots. 

Our study explores how distributional semantic models, as developed in computational 
linguistics, can support theoretically interested linguists in largescale, corpusbased analyses of 
word meaning. Distributional models are based on the Firth’s (1957) idea that 'You shall know a 
word by the company it keeps' and they use collocate frequencies as features to statistically 
model word meaning and semantic similarity. Already widely used in computational linguistics as 
black box models of semantics (see Turney & Pantel 2010), our approach aims to use 
visualisation techniques to make the models more transparent  so that they can be used for an 
in depth, lexicological analysis of word meaning. In our case study, we selected 10 polysemous 
nouns from the Dutch electronic dictionary ANW (Algemeen Nederlands Woordenboek) and 
manually sense disambiguated a random sample of their occurrences (n >= 200) in two 
large scale Dutch newspaper corpora. The samples were then modelled with tokenlevel 
distributional models and visualised with our own tool resulting in interactive scatter plots of the 
nouns’ occurrences (see Fig. 1 and Anonymised 2013 for a description of the visualisation tool).  

Although the Firthian idea of modelling semantics through context is conceptually 
straightforward, distributional models are extremely parameterrich with e.g. many ways to 
select context features, weight collocates or measure similarity. Therefore, models have to be 
calibrated and multiple solutions have to be compared. Here, we compare models that use 
different collocational strength measures, Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) and LogLikelihood 
Ratio (LLR), and different context window settings. Although the scatter plots produced by our 
visualisation tool can provide useful insights in the structure of a single model, comparing 
different parameter settings through different scatter plots quickly becomes impossible as more 
alternative solutions are added. Therefore, we use parallel coordinates plots as an alternative to 
compare different models in a single visualisation. Such a plot (see Fig. 2) allows us to get an 
insight in how the noun occurrences are plotted in a different position over the different solutions: 
Models with parallel coordinates capture the same semantic structure, whereas those with 
crossing coordinates organise the occurrences differently. The lexicologist can now also 
immediately see and further analyse which individual occurrences and which groups of 
occurrences are treated differently by the models. 

References
Firth, J. R., 1957. Papers in linguistics, 1934-1951. Oxford University Press, London.  
Hilpert, Martin. 2011. Dynamic visualizations of language change: Motion charts on the basis of 
bivariate and multivariate data from diachronic corpora. In: International Journal of Corpus 
Linguistics Vol 16 (4), 435-461. 
Turney, Peter D. and Patrick Pantel. 2010. Looking at word meaning. From Frequency to 
Meaning: Vector Space Models of Semantics. In: Journal of Artificial Intelligence, Vol 37: 
141–188. 
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Jigsaw: Integrating NLP with interactive visualizations for document exploration

Reading and analyzing large collections of text documents is a common task in many
 professions as well as in our daily lives. Researchers sift through publications, law enforcement
 agents study case reports, and families look through reviews to decide what car to buy or where
 to go for their next vacation. To support these types of investigative analyses we have created the
 Jigsaw system that integrates multiple natural language processing (NLP) approaches with a suite 
of interactive visualizations to  provide a flexible and powerful environment for exploring 
collections of documents and supporting sensemaking activities. We particularly focus on 
increasing the utility of existing NLP approaches for sensemaking tasks through their integration 
with interactive visualizations in a smooth and fluid manner. 

The integrated NLP approaches include document summarization, document similarity and 
clustering, document sentiment and other metrics, and entity identification. They are  embedded 
within and linked through multiple visualizations, including linked list representations of  
co-occurrence relationships, entity-document networks, word clouds, word trees, and cluster views. 
We illustrate this integration through two example scenarios: An academic researcher examining 
conference papers and a consumer exploring car reviews while pondering a purchase decision. We 
are currently expanding the Jigsaw system with a plugin infrastructure so that linguists and 
visualization researchers can integrate their own NLP and visualizations approaches for text 
analytics and use the Jigsaw system as a testbed for evaluating their approaches.
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#1 A traditional semantic map of 
dative constructions with mapped 
prepositions to

(English) and à (French) from 
Haspelmath (2003).

#2 Example of a statistical semantic 
map of letting verbs with Kriging. 
The warmer
 colours indicate a higher density of 
the cognate verbs let (English), 
lassen (German), laten
 (Dutch) and låta (Swedish). The 
axes x and y represent two 
dimensions of a MDS solution,

which can be interpreted 
semantically.

Natalia Levshina
F.R.S. - FNRS Université catholique de Louvain, Institute of Language and Communication, 
RUValibel

Semantic Maps: an Attempt of Catalogization and Comparison

Semantic maps are a well-known family of visualization methods in typology that are based
on the popular geometric metaphor of meaning. They yield a convenient tertium
comparationis for semantically similar constructions in different languages in the form of a
low-dimensional conceptual space, onto which the constructions are mapped. Although the
theoretical implications of semantic maps have been a topic of debate in the typological 
community, this paper will examine the strengths and weaknesses of different types of
semantic maps regarded primarily as a visualization tool for cross-linguistic or cross-lectal
comparison.

Semantic maps come in three main flavours:
1. Traditional semantic maps, as in Haspelmath (1997) represent interlinked predetermined 
semantic functions of related constructions in a set of languages (see Figure 1). These maps are 
constructed manually in such a way that obeys the principle of connectivity. The latter states that 
the semantic functions that are expressed by the same form in at least one language should be 
adjacent. Traditional semantic maps do not take into account the degree of similarity between 
semantic functions.
2. Statistical semantic maps based on questionnaires display a pre-selected set of semantic 
situations. Examples can be found in Levinson & Meira (2003), Croft & Poole (2008) and Majid et 
al. (2008). The statistical analysis is based on such techniques as Multidimensional Scaling or 
Multiple Correspondence Analysis. The proximity of semantic functions on a map reflects their 
similarity. In addition, such maps allow for identification of principal dimensions of 
cross-linguistic semantic variation.

3. Statistical token-based semantic maps based on parallel corpora (e.g. Wälchli 2010) are probably 
the most objective of the three types. In addition to the information conveyed by the previous 
method, they also take into account the relative frequencies of each semantic function in a 
doculect. One can use interpolation techniques, such as Kriging (Cysouw & Forker 2009) to 
represent the prototypical and peripheral functions of a particular linguistic form (see Figure 2).

References
Croft, W. & Poole, K. T. (2008). Inferring universals from grammatical variation: Multidimensional scaling for typological analysis. Theoretical 
Linguistics 34 (1): 1-38.
Cysouw, M. & D. Forker (2009) Reconstruction of Morphosyntactic Function: Non-spatial
Usage of Spatial Case Marking in Tsezic. Language, 85 (3): 588-617.
Haspelmath, M. (1997). Indefinite Pronouns. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Haspelmath, M. (2003). The geometry of grammatical meaning: Semantic maps and cross-linguistic comparison. In The new psychology of 
language, ed. by Michael Tomasello, vol. 2, 217-242. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.
Levinson, S. C., & Meira, S. (2003). “Natural concepts” in the spatial topological domain - adpositional meanings in crosslinguistic perspective: An 
exercise in semantic typology. Language 79(3): 485-516.
Majid, A., Boster, J. S., & Bowerman, M. (2008). The cross-linguistic categorization of everyday events: A study of cutting and breaking. Cognition 
109(2): 235-250.
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Sascha Fagel
Zoobe message entertainment GmbH

Multimodal Spoken Language

Spoken language is a highly developed and very efficient means for the transmission of 
information between humans. It began to evolve millions of years ago and has developed into a 
complex and versatile system that serves the needs of human life. Spoken language uses multiple 
sensory channels namely audition and vision to achieve high information density as well as 
robustness. 

Phonemes as the basic units of speech when uttered by a sender evoke mental representations in 
the recognition system of the recipient that are well distributed for maximum ambiguity where in 
cases of lesser perceptual distance between two phonemes in one modality the percepts show 
greater distance in the other respective modality. This makes the recognition of spoken language 
robust against variability like differences of physiology, speech habit, speaking conditions, or 
speech tempo, as well as distortions of the physical transmission itself.

There are various techniques for synthetically generating audio as well as visual speech for the 
purpose of human-machine-communication. However, in order to benefit from the efficiency and 
robustness of multimodal spoken language, the strong link between audio and video components of 
the speech transmission has to be taken into account. For example, if the place of articulation 
differs between audio and video representation, a percept is invoked that matches neither the audio 
nor the video representation (so-called McGurk effect). The properties of multimodal speech 
perception are under research for decades but not yet completely understood. Hence, synthesized 
multimodal speech has not only to be assessed objectively e.g. by measures of distance between a 
synthesized and a given natural multimodal speech signal but also subjectively by human 
perceivers.
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#1 Visualisation of click data

#2 Visualisation of click data with 
listener's reason for click noted

Chris Montgomery, Emma Moore
School of English, Sheffield

Visualization of listeners' real.time reactions to voice samples

As Watson & Clark (2013:297) note, the “question of whether or not a linguistic unit is ‘salient’ is 
not a trivial one”. Recent years have seen a spate of research investigating the concept of salience 
and issues of perception more generally. Much of this experimental work has focused on 
manipulated sound files to investigate responses to individual linguistics features (Campbell-Kibler 
2007; Labov et al. 2011; Levon and Fox 2012; Watson and Clark 2013). Real-time data capture is 
used to monitor listener responses, but only Watson & Clark’s (2013) study attempts to capture the 
precise timing of listeners’ reactions throughout the course of an extended sound clip. Using 
change-point analysis (Killick et al. 2010), Watson & Clark (2013:316) demonstrate that, in certain 
conditions, the presence of the NURSE SQUARE merger was a factor in listeners’ evaluations of ∼
a British speaker as more or less ‘posh’. In further research, Watson & Clark (2014) tentatively 
suggest “some similarity in the placement of change points across groups of listeners, which 
suggested they were not reacting randomly but perhaps instead being influenced by aspects of the 
linguistic signal” (Watson & Clark 2014:18).

This paper will introduce new tools for capturing, visualising, and querying listeners’ real-time 
reactions to voice samples. Via a web interface, respondents were asked to listen to two voice 
samples from the Scilly Voices project (http://scillyvoices.wordpress.com/). Both samples were 45 
second dialogues constructed from the archive. The first sample was a ‘neutral passage’, whilst the 
second relayed information betraying the speakers’ provenance (for instance, by using local place 
names). Interspersed between the test samples were two other distractor samples. Listeners were 
instructed to listen to the samples and to click their mouse button when they heard anything in the 
way the speaker sounded which made them wonder where he was from (or confirmed where they 
already believed he was from). After this mouse click test, listeners were able to review their clicks 
using a transcript and an extract of the recording from the time of their click. At this point, listeners 
were invited to say why they had clicked when they had. This test provided information on which 
linguistic features proved ‘salient’ to listeners, as well as providing metalinguistic commentary on 
the features observed.

The online web viewer allows us to analyse the data captured by the experiment. It comprises a 
scatter graph, as shown in Figure 1. Each dot on the graph represents a click by a listener and is  ble 
to be queried, as shown in Figure 2. Data is able to be filtered by a range of demographic data, 
allowing us to query, for example, whether people from our test location, the Isles of Scilly, 
responded differently to others when reacting to the voice samples. Using the viewer we are also 
able to examine the salience of specific features, the effect of speech content (topic) on perception, 
and the role of social and geographical factors our data.
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Yannick Versley, Alexandra Hagelstein
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Mapping discourse connnectives across languages

Discourse connectives link clausal units; they are an important means for speakers to create explicit 
cohesion between neighbouring clauses. Descriptive grammars partially agree on groupings for  
connectives (such as coordinators, adversative, temporal or causative connectives) but do usually 
not agree on a taxonomy. In an attempt to use connective data to motivate a 'standard set of 
coherence relations', Knott and Sanders (1998) investigate psycholinguistic evidence on 
substitutability in Dutch and English on a sample of connectives and derive closely related 
taxonomies of connectives for both languages.

A notable problem for a monolingual or even bilingual approach such as Knott and Sanders' is the  
presence of connectives that can realize multiple discourse relations; it is not clear whether this is 
due to vagueness of meaning (the discourse connective underspecifies the relation) or to genuine 
ambiguity (the discourse connective has several meanings). By visualizing the mapping between 
discourse connectives in multiple languages – besides English, these are German (as a Germanic 
language) and French (as a Romance language), we hope to further clarify intra- and interlingual 
variation in the meaning of these discourse connectives.

As a theory-neutral and purely data-driven source of evidence, we use large parallel corpora: the 
OpenSubtitles corpus (Tiedemann, 2012) as an example of spoken language and the EuroParl 
parallel corpus (Koehn et al., 2005) as an example closer to edited text. Based on the assumption 
that word-aligned connectives realize the same conceptual relation between two clauses (or their 
translation, respectively), we can extract a bipartite weighted graph that shows strong associations 
between connectives across languages whenever these frequently occur as translations of each 
other. The information contained in this graph is then used towards gaining insights into both intra-
lingual similarities between connectives as well as cross-lingual correspondances between them. 
The use of corpora in two different registers (parliamentary debates and spoken language) further 
allows to separate between register-dependent effects and those that are more likely to be due to the 
structure of language.

As a means to capture local structure of connective correspondances, force-directed alignment 
(using the NetworkX module for Python) allows us to display the structure of the graph both 
between and within languages through the mechanism of graph-layout, where related nodes receive 
a position closer to each other. As a means of getting a more global perspective on the data, we 
complement the graph-layout analysis with an approach that creates a low-dimensional embedding 
that is created through Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), which is then laid out in two-
dimensional space.
Both the graph-based and the continuous-space visualizations allow us to relate connectives in 
multiple languages both to their same-language neighbours and to potential counterparts in the 
other language.
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